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They are right, of course, in a philosophi-
cal sense. But I think the disconnect between 
economics and the environment is largely 
because we focus on immediate returns and 
ourselves rather than on building a prosperity 
that is widely shared and can be passed down 
for generations. We have an economy that is 
amazingly shortsighted and mostly interested 
in speculation, consumer spending and sales 
forecasts for the latest disposable doodad. This 
is not only frivolous, but an amazing waste of 
intellectual and financial resources. Wouldn’t a 
true capitalist be more interested in investing 
in things of enduring value—clean water, a 
stable climate, healthy soils to grow our crops, 
sustainable sources of energy and materials? 
As physician and philanthropist Larry Brilliant 
says: Imagine what we could accomplish if the 
brainpower and funding that brought us the 
latest video game or gadget were harnessed to 
address the world’s biggest challenges.

Fortunately, some revolutionary ideas 
are emerging in our approach to economics 
and the environment. A few years ago, the 
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment convened 
thousands of scientists, economists and devel-

opment experts to 
assess ecosystem 
goods and services 
on an interna-
tional scale.  Pio-
neering thinkers 
such as Gretchen 
Daily at Stanford 

University and Steve Polasky at the University 
of Minnesota are showing us how the things 
we derive from nature can be folded into our 
formal economic systems. And the Natural 
Capital Project, an innovative partnership 
among Stanford, the Nature Conservancy, the 
World Wildlife Fund and the University of 
Minnesota, has begun building and field-
testing new tools for incorporating ecosystems 
into economic programs around the world. 
These are exciting days for linking economics 
and ecology.

Society, not the invisible hand of the 
market, ultimately decides what the economy 
includes or ignores. We determine what we 
should value, and then our financial and 
market instruments execute the day-to-day 

I NEED TO COME CLEAN. While I’m 
directing an institute on the environ-
ment, I have never thought of myself as an 
environmentalist. 

I have a deep appreciation of the environ-
ment and natural systems. But I have always 
considered myself a scientist first and a hu-
manitarian second. To me, the critical issues 
of our time are about improving human wel-
fare and security—making sure everyone has 
enough to eat, enough to drink and enough 
for our children to have a better future. 

Coming  from this perspective, I gradually 
realized the extent to which human well-being 
depends on the environment. It turns out 
that nearly everything we really need, and 
much of what is worth leaving behind for 
future generations, comes from the natural 
world. Healthy food. Fresh water. Clean air. 
Sustained sources of energy and raw materials. 
A good, safe and beautiful place to live. These 
are the things society cherishes most, because 
these are things of true and enduring value.

To me, the environment is the bedrock 
upon which we build our civilization and our 
economy. Without it, we cannot survive and 

prosper. As Gaylord Nelson, the late Wis-
consin senator and genius behind Earth Day, 
liked to say, “The economy is a wholly owned 
subsidiary of the environment.”

So it’s curious—and deeply disturbing—
that we don’t value the environment in our 
current economic and financial systems.

Maybe it’s because we think environmen-
tal systems are essentially priceless, and impos-
sible to bring under the umbrella of formal 
economics? Some environmentalists, for 
example, are concerned that framing environ-
mental systems in economic terms ultimately 
undermines their real value. “How can we put 
a price tag on nature?” they ask. “This ignores 
the intrinsic—and infinite—value of the 
natural world.” 

activities that follow. If fashion, entertainment 
trends and mortgage-backed derivatives can 
have huge economic value, so can the environ-
ment. We just haven’t decided yet to make it so.

At the end of the day, the fate of any civi-
lization is largely determined by its values and 
the extent to which its citizens live in concert 
with them. By truly valuing the environment 
and the generations that come after us, and 
rethinking our economic systems so that they 
reflect this, we can build an enduring, and 
ultimately more meaningful, prosperity.

Let’s get it right. We can’t afford not to.

JONATHAN FOLEY

Director
Institute on the Environment
jfoley@umn.edu

	 “If fashion, entertainment trends and
mortgage-backed derivatives
	 	 can have huge economic value,

SO CAN THE ENVIRONMENT.”

DIRECTOR'S NOTE
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Good News from IonE

NOTEWORTHY

“A” for  
Sustainability
The U of M was one of 
seven U.S. higher educa-
tion institutions to earn 
an “A” grade this year 
from the Sustainable En-
dowments Institute, the 
nation’s premier source 
of sustainability rank-
ings for campuses. Why? 

Answers abound on the 
new Environment and 
Sustainability website, 
portal.environment.umn.
edu. Check the site for 
info on classes and re-
search related to sustain-
ability, how sustainabil-
ity is being incorporated 
into University opera-
tions, green news and 
events, and lots more.

Earth  
Entrepreneurs
IonE welcomes a new 
partner this fall: Acara,  
a nonprofit program that 
encourages the creation 
of student-led businesses 
that apply innovative so-
lutions to environmental 
challenges in developing 
countries. Among other 
activities, Acara holds 

a competition each year 
for multinational student 
teams with ideas for 
sustainability-promoting 
businesses, then provides 
a two-month paid intern-
ship to help winners turn 
their ideas into action. 
Learn more at environ-
ment.umn.edu/acara.

20% by 2030
The U.S. aims to get 20 
percent of the nation’s 
energy from wind by 
2030. One big barrier to 
achieving this goal is that 
we lack a great way to 
store wind energy for use 
on calm days. Mechanical 
engineering faculty mem-
ber Perry Li (CSE) is lead-
ing a group of researchers 
aiming to tackle the wind 
energy storage conun-
drum with an NSF grant 
based on research started 
with a $68,800 seed grant 
from IonE’s Initiative for 
Renewable Energy and 
the Environment (IREE). 
Li’s research will allow 
wind energy to be stored 
where current cost-effec-
tive and environmentally 
sound energy storage 
options are not feasible. 
The NSF grant is one of 
only four awarded in the 
Renewable Energy Stor-
age Category.   

—Theresa Bipes

PHOTO FINISH
Congratulations to MAGA GEI, who took top honors in Momentum’s 
biodiversity photo contest with this photograph of a treefrog (Smilisca 
phaeota) in a young heliconia leaf. Gei snapped the prize winner at 
La Paz Waterfall Gardens in Alajuela, Costa Rica. Join the Momentum 
Facebook page to receive notification of our next photo contest. 

Gold Rush 
At the 14th annual Minnesota Publishing Excellence Awards 
ceremony, Momentum magazine received honors in seven cat-
egories: Gold, Best Overall Design; Gold, Best Feature Story (Po-
lar Energy); Gold, Best Technical Article (Nanotech: A History Les-
son); Gold, Best Publisher’s Letter (Hold the Red Herrings, Please); 
Silver, Best Feature Story (Growing Pains); Silver, Best Single 
Topic Issue (Land Issue); and Bronze, Best Overall Publication. 
Momentum was judged as part of the “Special Interest, Under 
60,000 Circulation” category, competing against a number of 
prominent regional magazines.

»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»
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Liquid Sun
Earth receives more 
energy from sunlight in 
one hour than humans 
use in an entire year. 
So why is it so hard to 
tap solar energy? One 
challenge is our limited 
ability to store the sun’s 
energy and convert it 
into usable forms, such 
as liquid fuels. To address 
this challenge, mechani-
cal engineering profes-
sor Jane Davidson (CSE) 
and U of M and CalTech 
colleagues will use a $2 
million grant from the 
National Science Foun-
dation, leveraged by 
funding from IonE’s IREE 
program, to test whether 
metal oxides can be used 
to turn solar energy into 
liquid fuels. The approach 
would allow large quanti-
ties of energy to be stored 
over long periods of time 
with minimal energy loss. 
—Theresa Bipes

Crops and  
Carbon
Nature’s ability to store 
carbon, the element at 
the heart of global climate 
change, is eroding as for-
ests turn to farm fields, 
according to a study pub-
lished by a research team 
including IonE director 

Jon Foley in the Nov. 1 on-
line issue of the Proceed-
ings of the National Acad-
emy of Sciences (PNAS). 
The report, authored by 
graduate student Paul C. 
West, shows the effect is 
most acute in the trop-
ics—providing valuable 
guidance for strategies to 
meet increasing demand 
for food while minimizing 
disruption to nature’s ca-
pacity to remove climate-
disrupting carbon dioxide 
from the atmosphere.

Better Biomass
IonE resident fellow 
Jason Hill (CFANS) is co-
principal investigator on 
a five-year U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy grant 
awarded in September to 
compare the environmen-
tal and economic impacts 
of various biomass pro-
duction options. Hill and 
colleagues will use the 
grant to develop recom-
mendations for enhanc-
ing the sustainability of 
biomass energy.  

Online Option
Want to be the first kid 
on your block to see the 
new Momentum? Like the 
stories and want to learn 
more? Sign up today to be 
e-notified as soon as each 
new issue and related 
multimedia Web exclu-
sives are posted online: 
environment.umn.edu/
connect.

Socializing 
If you currently keep up 
with Momentum through 
the Institute on the 
Environment’s Facebook 
and Twitter (/UMNIonE), 
you may also want to 
join our new Momentum 
(/MomentumIonE) pages. 
In addition to regular up-
dates on issues, articles 
and Web exclusives, 
you can learn the latest 
about our eye-opening 
Momentum 2011 event 
series launching this 
spring.

FUNDING 
THE FUTURE 
From reducing pollution 
from cookstoves in develop-
ing countries to connecting 
climate hot spots around the 
world with learners via social 
networking, six new IonE 
Discovery Grants totaling 
$1.9 million over four years 
aim to improve understanding 
of the world around us, and 
apply that understanding to 
enhancing air and water qual-
ity, protecting ecosystems and 
the services they provide, and 
reducing the threat of global 
climate change. Congrats 
to lead investigators AARON 
DOERING (CEHD, adventure 
learning in climate hot spots), 
EFI FOUFOULA-GEORGIOU 
(CSE, enhancing water 
sustainability in India and 
East Africa), SARAH HOBBIE 
(CBS, boosting the benefits 
of urban vegetation), JULIAN 
MARSHALL (CSE, improving 
cookstoves), PETER REICH 
(CFANS, integrating plant 
data across time and space) 
and PETER SNYDER (CFANS, 
reducing urban heat islands).

»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»

»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»

»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»

COLLEGE KEY: CBS, College of Biological Sciences; CEHD, College of Education and Human Development;  
CFANS, College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences; CSE, College of Science and Engineering



Water covers nearly 71 percent of Earth, yet we know more about deep space than the deep ocean. SYLVIA 
EARLE aims to change that. An oceanographer, explorer, author and lecturer, she has spent most of her life 
studying what lies below the surface. Momentum sat down with this legend of the sea for an eye-opening dis-
cussion of why the oceans truly matter to the health of the planet, and us.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:  
Earle at TEDxOilSpill in Washington D.C.: by Kris Krug // Earle explores the ocean 
in the DeepWorker: by Kip Evans // Earle swims with a sea snake: by KQED QUEST

Join us in Minneapolis on 
May 12 as Sylvia Earle helps 
inaugurate IonE’s new  
Momentum event series. 
MORE ON PAGE 37...
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Into the Wild Blue Under

STANDOUT

Interview by TODD REUBOLD



WHAT IS THE BIGGEST 
MISCONCEPTION 
PEOPLE HAVE ABOUT 
THE OCEANS? We are 
still under the impression 

that the ocean is so big, so vast and so resil-
ient that humans do not have the capacity 
to harm the ocean—and if we do, that it 
doesn’t matter. What has become increas-
ingly clear, though, is our ability to really 
undermine the way the ocean works by what 
we take out and by what we put in. 

WHAT’S THE BIGGEST THREAT TO 
THE OCEANS? Far and away the biggest 
threat to the ocean is ignorance. It’s a lack 
of understanding that what we put in, what 
we take out matters—not just to the ocean, 
but matters to us. The ocean cannot be 
regarded as the planet’s ultimate dumpster or 
the ultimate place to get free food. It is our 
life support system, and not being aware of 
the importance of the ocean to every breath 
we take, every drop of water we drink, to a 
benign envelope of conditions that make the 
planet work—that’s the biggest threat. Not 
knowing that it matters. 

HOW HAVE THE OCEANS CHANGED 
THROUGHOUT YOUR CAREER?
Starting in 2003, the news began to come in 
waves about the decline of coral reefs. About 
half are either gone or in a serious state of 
decline, as compared to where they were in 
the middle of the 20th century. Ninety per-
cent of many of the big fish that we consume 
are gone—tunas, swordfish, sharks, halibut, 
groupers, snappers, down to about 10 per-
cent of what they were when I was a child. 

We’ve seen a decrease since 1950 of 
40 percent of plankton in the ocean. Why 
should we worry that fish don’t have enough 
to eat, especially when there are fewer fish 
to eat what’s out there? Because plankton 

also drive the oxygen cycle, and we are the 
beneficiaries of what those little green and 
blue-green creatures in the ocean do. About 
70 percent of the oxygen in the atmosphere 
comes from these photosynthetic organisms 
in the sea. Mangroves, sea grasses, meadows, 
kelp forests—they’re all being depleted at 
a shocking rate. Also the increase of dead 
zones in coastal waters.

The other, more positive kind of change 
is that, going back to the middle of the 20th 
century, none of the ocean—none—had 
any form of protection. But because of the 
gradual awakening to our power to destroy 
and our power to protect, starting in the ’70s 
during the same era that legislation came 
into place that was largely directed to land, 
we began to tiptoe into ocean issues. 

In the U.S., a total of about 350,000 
square miles of ocean is protected. This 
equals more square miles of protection 
than all of the national parks put together 
in this country.

WHY EXPLORE THE DEEP OCEAN?
We understand why it’s important to reach 
for the stars, to look at ourselves in perspec-
tive of the universe, ask big questions such 
as where did we come from, how is it that 
we’re here in this blue speck in space, and 
where are we going? And we’ve devoted 
a great amount of time and resources to 
moving forward. But meanwhile we’ve ne-
glected understanding how this part of the 
solar system—our home, our life support 
system—how this really functions. It’s like 
trying to understand your own body. Is it 
good enough to only look at the skin? We 
don’t have to delve in and understand how 
the heart works or the lungs or circulatory 
system, we’ll just take that for granted? 

The blue heart of the planet is in danger 
of malfunctioning because of actions we’ve 
taken in recent years. It’s partly because 

there’s now 7 billion of us. We are impacting 
every part of the planet, from both polar ar-
eas to the deep sea, and we’re exploiting the 
deep sea even before we have explored it. We 
don’t even know the names of the creatures 
that are now being dragged from the ocean 
to provide animal food and food for us, too. 

Orange roughy, for example, is a deep sea 
fish that is taken from 2,000 feet and more 
beneath the surface. Most people don’t have 
any idea what an orange roughy looks like 
because by the time it gets to the market, all 
you see is a little filet. That little filet may be 
two centuries old. 

FARM-RAISED VERSUS WILD CAUGHT: 
WHERE DO YOU STAND? Would you eat 
songbirds? Would you consume eagles, owls, 
snow leopards, elephants, tigers, lions? That’s 
the equivalent of what we find in our super-
markets and on our menus. It’s wildlife. 
Raising carnivores, such as salmon, doesn’t 
make sense. It takes a lot of wild fish to feed 
salmon. And in the process, all the things 
that the small fish have been eating get con-
centrated up the food chain when they’re fed 
to salmon. So again you get high concentra-
tions of the things you don’t want in you, 
along with the desirable things that you are 
trying to acquire—meat, good protein, and 
some say omega-3. My doctor says eat fish, 
but think about it. We should be eating 
plankton—that’s the source of the omega-3s 
from the fish. 

      “The      “The BLUE HEART of the
               planet               planet IS IN DANGER 
            because of actions 
we’ve taken in recent years.”
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WHAT NATIONAL OR IN-
TERNATIONAL POLICIES 
WOULD BEST SERVE THE 
OCEANS? The chang-
ing chemistry of the ocean 
through acidification is a 
profoundly important topic. 
It’s not that difficult to see 
the connection between 
what we put into the atmo-
sphere—which is carbon di-
oxide—and how it’s influenc-
ing the ocean and how that 
comes back to influence us. 
So that is number one.

Number two are policies 
that relate to protection for 
ocean wildlife. We need to 
reduce the impact of what we 
take out of the sea. So any-
thing that will really reduce 
the pressure of fishing. Right 
now on a global scale we’re 
subsidizing the extraction of 
ocean wildlife through com-
mercial fishing. 

And third, we need to 
think about the impact of 
discharge of waste in coastal 
waters and the open sea. 
Also, a lot of the things we 
didn’t think about in the 
20th century—such as noise 
being allowed to pervade the 
ocean system. 

For every dollar that goes 
to land conservation, birds, 
freshwater, whatever it is, 
the terrestrial parts of the 
planet, a penny goes for ocean 
protection. And that’s a reflec-
tion of the attitudes people 

have. They understand that the forests and 
the rivers and the lakes are in trouble. And 
they are—I wouldn’t take a penny away from 
protecting the land. We need much more 
devotion to both land and sea. We need to 
take seriously the importance of protecting 
the natural systems that take care of us.

WHAT’S NEXT FOR YOU? Onward and 
downward. I do really long to be able to 
go deeper, stay longer, explore more of the 
ocean. Not just me, I want to see the world 
sensitized to the need to explore and go do 
it. Now we understand that life exists from 
the surface to the greatest depths. And now 
we know that our lives depend on the ocean, 
and the creatures that live there. It is our life 
support system.

One of the things that I’ve been work-
ing on in recent times is what I call “Hope 
Spots.” I’m directing attention to places 
around the world that have an enhanced 
capacity to protect the way the systems work. 
In the Gulf of Mexico there’s a place where 
bluefin tuna gather to spawn. Unfortunately, 
it happened to be right in the pathway of the 
Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the northern 
Gulf of Mexico. Nonetheless, it’s a Hope 
Spot because it’s where over the ages bluefin 
tuna have returned. But all things consid-
ered—for me, there’s just one big, blue Hope 
Spot—it’s called the ocean. Q&A

Earle explores the ocean in a JIM suit: by KQED QUEST

MORE ABOUT HOPE SPOTS:  
sylviaearlealliance.org/hopespots

FOR THE FULL INTERVIEW:  
environment.umn.edu/momentum/webex

70+ expeditions led .......... 70,000+ hours logged underwater .......... 3,280 feet deep, record women’s solo dive 

EARLE BY NUMBER

ENVIRONMENT.UMN.EDU/MOMENTUM6



Ocean acidification—the rise in pH caused by absorption of CO2 from the atmosphere—threatens coral 
reefs worldwide.  Rich in biodiversity and sensitive to change, these underwater habitats are already 
showing signs of distress from human activity. If current rates of greenhouse gas emissions continue, 
ocean acidity could double by 2100, devastating not only coral reefs but other marine ecosystems as 
well.   //   Beyond marine life, there’s a looming threat to the rest of us: the “acidity tipping point.” Oceans 
have absorbed one-third of all  CO2 emissions since the start of the Industrial Revolution. At today’s 
emission rates, their capacity to do so will soon drop, accelerating climate change.   //  If that happens, 
we’ll look back and wish we’d paid closer attention to the  coral in the coal mine.
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The Coral in the Coal Mine
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The diversity of life on Earth gives ecosystems the 
resilience they need to thrive. Yet every day scores 
of plants and animals go extinct, victims of activities 
we humans undertake to feed, clothe, house and trans-
port ourselves. How can we meet our own needs without 
destroying that which sustains us?

BANKING ON BIODIVERSITY

BY HANNAH HOAG   
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AS IDYLLIC AS IT SEEMS, the island is under 
pressure. Wild salmon populations seem to ebb 
and flow unpredictably, and logging, transporta-
tion and aquaculture—activities that promise 
economic prosperity for the people who live 
here—are chipping away at the natural coastal 
ecosystem and the species it contains. 

The tug-of-war between opposing priori-
ties—the conservation of natural assets and de-
velopment—poses a challenge for West Coast 
Aquatic, the public-private partnership in charge 
of creating a marine spatial plan for the 285-mile-
long shoreline. How to lay out a plan that allows 
the area to develop while preserving its natural 
resources, ecosystems and habitat?

This balance of development and conservation 
is a challenge wherever people are found. At its 
core is the ability to understand and factor in 
the true impact—economic and otherwise—of 
human activity, whether it’s shipping, aquaculture 
or recreation, on the environment. Would con-
struction of an offshore wave energy installation 
cut into revenues brought in by recreation? If so, 
by how much? Is it worth it? What effect would 
expansion of aquaculture have on native finfish 
and shellfish? At what price to ecosystem (and 
economic) integrity?

For West Coast Aquatic, the answers may 
come from “SimCity”-like software that can 
illustrate the impacts of different scenarios on 
human well-being and biodiversity. 

Called Marine InVEST, the software con-
siders a region’s underwater topography, native 
habitats, species distribution, fishing practices, 
aquaculture sites, coastline features (such as 
dunes and sea grasses), wave height and peri-
odicity, and recreational activities. Once those 
data have been collected, Marine InVEST can 
calculate the outcomes of a variety of scenarios, 
such as establishing a protective area or shellfish 
aquaculture sites. 

“The tool is flexible in terms of outputs, wheth-
er it’s in meters of shoreline not eroded or pounds 
or number of fish—or dollars,” says Anne Guerry, 
lead scientist for the project’s marine initiative. 

The west coast of Vancouver Island is the first 
demonstration site of Marine InVEST by the 
Natural Capital Project, a partnership among 
Stanford University, The Nature Conservancy, 
World Wildlife Fund, and the University of 
Minnesota’s Institute on the Environment.

“In the past, we didn’t think too much about 
the spatial overlap of marine activities. We tended 
to think of them in silos,” says Guerry. “A tool 
like Marine InVEST allows us to make clear 
connections between different activities, so we 
can understand and value each one and how 
emphasizing one can come at the cost of another.” 

The group plans to use Marine InVEST in 
other demonstration sites around the world, 
including Belize, Puget Sound, Chesapeake Bay 
and Galveston Bay. 

Already, governments, nongovernmental 
organizations and scientists at universities and 
institutes in Indonesia, Hawaii, Tanzania, Colom-
bia, Ecuador and China are adopting InVEST, the 
Natural Capital Project’s land-focused companion 
to Marine InVEST, in their decision making. In 
the East Cauca Valley, Colombia, The Nature 
Conservancy and ASOCAÑA, an association of 
sugarcane producers, formed a water fund called 
Fondo de Agua por la Vida y la Sostenibilidad 
(Water Fund for Life and Sustainability) to invest 
in key areas to keep the water sediment-free and 
available. The group then used InVEST to map 
carbon storage, habitat quality and soil stabiliza-
tion within the region—showing, for example, 
where the group should invest in reforestation or 
in fencing off an area, while taking into account 
the communities that live within the watersheds. 

“Spatial mapping [like InVEST] lets us map 
out impacts, letting stakeholders better view and 
understand impacts and trade-offs,” says Ken Bag-
stad, a postdoctoral associate at the University of 
Vermont. Bagstad is applying InVEST models for 
water, carbon, biodiversity and cultural services 
to the exceptionally biodiverse San Pedro River 
watershed in southeastern Arizona. Home to one 
of the last free-flowing rivers in the Southwest 
and a key bird migration corridor, the region is 
struggling to balance the water needs of the com-
munity with the riverbank ecosystem. Bagstad is 
using InVEST and another mapping tool, ARIES, 
to test several scenarios, including an option that 
would restore an invasive mesquite shrubland to 
native grasslands. The main challenge of using 
such tools, says Bagstad, is that they are still in 
their infancy and require some more work before 
they can be considered a generalized global tool.

THE PLANET’S HEARTBEAT
Biodiversity is the measure of the variety of life. It 
is the seed from which all ecosystems spring. It is 
the foundation of the wetlands that purify water 
and offer protection against floods, the forests 
that capture carbon dioxide from the atmosphere 

THE WEST COAST OF VANCOUVER ISLAND IN BRITISH COLUMBIA,
CANADA, HAS A RUGGED, INVOLUTED SHORELINE, ETCHED BY FJORDS, SAND DUNES AND SHEL-
TERED COVES. IT IS SANDWICHED BETWEEN TWO BIOSPHERES, THE DARK SWELLING SEA AND THE 
EMERALD TEMPERATE RAIN FOREST, AND IT ATTRACTS ALL SORTS—FROM SALMON TO SURFERS. 

MAKING WAVES
Marine InVEST, a scenario assess-
ment tool, allows users to explore 
how proposed changes to a coastal 
region might affect nature’s abil-
ity to provide food, protection from 
coastal hazards and other services. 
Learn more at environment.umn.
edu/momentum/webex.
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change and ocean acidification to global fresh 
water use and biodiversity loss. These boundaries 
map out humanity’s safe operating 
space on Earth. Species loss, the 
group acknowledged, was a natural 
process, albeit one that has acceler-
ated under human influence. If the 
extinction rate could be kept at or 
below 10 species per million species 
per year, they reasoned, the Earth’s 
ecosystems might survive. Alas, the current rate 
is 10 times the goal. For biodiversity loss, the 
planetary boundary has been exceeded. 

F FOR EFFORT
In May 2002, the world’s governments gathered 
in The Hague, Netherlands, to address the planet’s 
biodiversity crisis. They declared that by 2010, 
they would significantly slow the rate of bio-
diversity loss. But subsequent reviews presented 
a gloomy outlook. 

In 2005, the Millennium Ecosystem Assess-
ment, a $24 million, United Nations–supported 
research program that focused on past ecosystem 
changes and made projections about the future, 
released the results of its first four-year study. 
Societies, it said, were responsible for the wide-
spread crippling of the world’s ecosystems. About 

60 percent of global ecosystem services—the 
goods and benefits people get from biological 

communities and their environment—had been 
damaged. The assessment projected that things 
could get even worse in the next 50 years. 

Three years later, the United Nations En-
vironment Programme, with financial support 
from the European Commission, Germany, the 
United Kingdom, Sweden, Japan, the Nether-
lands and Norway, issued an interim report on 
The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity 
study. The idea for the study grew out of a 2007 
meeting of environment ministers from the G8 
countries (plus the five major newly industrial-
izing countries) in Potsdam, Germany. TEEB 
highlighted the cost of biodiversity loss and 
ecosystem degradation and its impact on human 
well-being. For example, in clearing forests for 
fuel or to make room for growing urban areas, 
grazing cattle or agricultural crops, enormous 
amounts of “natural capital” were being thrown 

and store it in biomass, and the coral reefs that 
offer breeding grounds for fish. Biodiversity pro-
vides societies with goods—food, fuel, fiber and 
medicinal plants—and services—erosion control, 
hydropower, cultural significance, recreation, 
carbon sequestration. Clean air, Vermont maple 
syrup, opportunities to ice fish, plant-sustaining 
soil and much more all trace back to thriving 
living things. Each species is like a spot of paint 
in one of Cézanne’s pointillist masterpieces—an 
element of the whole picture. 

Environmentalists Tina Fujikawa and Joseph 
Dougherty recently wrote, “Monitoring trends 
in biodiversity is like listening to the heartbeat 
of the planet.” If so, the planet’s pulse is weak 
and sluggish. Many of Earth’s mammal, bird 
and amphibian species—10 to 30 percent—
are threatened with extinction due to human 
activities. Some, like corals, which have long 
been identified as extinction risks, are moving 
closer to extinction, and ecosystems continue 
to deteriorate and be splintered apart. Scientists 
say that if current trends endure, societies could 
suffer heavy consequences. 

In a 2009 article in Nature, an international 
group of scientists and economists led by Johan 
Rockström of the Stockholm Resilience Centre 
at Stockholm University identified and quanti-
fied nine planetary boundaries—from climate 

SAN PEDRO PARADISE
Home to more than 1,000 species of 

plants, birds, mammals, fish, amphibi-
ans and butterflies, the San Pedro River 

in southeastern Arizona is threatened 
by growing demand for water from 

communities along its path. Conserva-
tionists hope to help save the river by 

calling attention to the economic value 
of the biodiversity, carbon sequestra-

tion and other services it provides.
PHOTO: STEVEN MAGUIRE

MANY OF EARTH’S MAMMAL, BIRD AND AMPHIBIAN 
SPECIES—10 TO 30 PERCENT—ARE THREATENED WITH 
EXTINCTION DUE TO HUMAN ACTIVITIES.
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away. According to TEEB, $2 trillion to $4.5 
trillion is lost every year from deforestation alone.

By the time the Convention on Biological 
Diversity released the Global Biodiversity Out-
look 3 in May 2010, it was clear that the brakes 
had failed. The planet was losing biodiversity at 
an unprecedented rate. 

“Current trends are bringing us closer to a 
number of potential tipping points that would 
catastrophically reduce the capacity of ecosystems 
to provide these essential services,” wrote Ban 
Ki-moon, secretary general of the United Nations. 

“One of the main conclusions of all this is 
that the convention was not talking to the right 
people,” says Anne Larigauderie, the executive 

director of DIVERSITAS, an international biodi-
versity science program. “We need to mainstream 
biodiversity, to open the discourse and bring the 
knowledge into all departments—transportation, 
agriculture, infrastructure, climate change—that 
deal with economic activities. That is where the 
major efforts need to go.”

MONEY IN THE RIVERBANK
One of the reasons biodiversity loss has not 
stopped as pledged back in 2002, says Markus 
Lehmann, an economist at the Secretariat of 
the Convention on Biodiversity in Montreal, 
Canada, is because nations did not come to grips 
with the true value of biodiversity and the true 
costs of biodiversity loss. In general, biodiversity 
boosts an ecosystem’s productivity. Preserving 
biodiversity puts ecosystems in a better position 
to store nutrients, prevent erosion, protect water 
resources and contribute to climate stability.

“Even though we profit from ecosystem ser-
vices, the price tag is zero. We don’t have to buy it 
at the market or Sears,” he says. “That leads you 
to implicitly assume that you can waste it away.”

Take wetlands, for example. Years ago, to 

WHEN A MINNESOTA CORN FARMER fertilizes his land, he im-
proves his crop yield and his bottom line. But if some of the fertilizer 
runs off into streams and out into the Mississippi River, that ben-
efit comes at a cost. The nitrogen- and phosphorus-infused water 
tumbles past 10 states before emptying into the Gulf of Mexico. The 
gulf’s 7,700-square-mile summertime dead zone is directly linked to 
upstream fertilizer use. 

“Farmers get the value of the crops they grow, but they don’t 
pay anything for the loss of water quality downstream,” says Institute 
on the Environment resident fellow Stephen Polasky, an environ-
mental economist in the University of Minnesota’s College of Food, 
Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences. Although economists 
can quantify the monetary impacts to commercial fisheries, the loss 
of less-celebrated organisms, such as worms, sea stars or zooplank-
ton, is rarely factored in. 

Enter the Natural Capital Project. A partnership between aca-
demia and on-the-ground practitioners, the project is one of the 
world’s first attempts to mainstream ecosystem services—the very 
real but often underappreciated “life support” a healthy environment 
provides, including clean water, clean air, flood control, biodiversity, 
and the recreational and spiritual benefits of nature.

“We want to bring to bear on the decisions made by firms, indi-
viduals and government agencies the underlying values of ecosys-
tem services and biodiversity,” explains Polasky, one of the project’s 
intellectual leaders. “Oftentimes those values, even though impor-
tant, are not captured in decision making.”

The Natural Capital Project “came together over many beers and 
chocolate,” says Peter Kareiva, a chief scientist with The Nature Con-
servancy who co-founded the project with Stanford biology profes-
sor Gretchen Daily and Taylor Ricketts of World Wildlife Fund. 

Polasky developed InVEST, the software undergirding the proj-
ect. The software allows users to assign values to various landscape 
types in a geographic information system (GIS) framework. One 
can look at a landscape’s present status and model future trends on 
local, regional or global scales. The model’s output can be biophysi-
cal—such as tons of carbon sequestered—or economic. 

“Steve Polasky taught us the value of thinking in terms of trade-
offs and decision support tools to maximize the benefits of land use 
decisions,” says Kareiva.

The Natural Capital Project began turning theory into practice 
in 2006, calculating values for carbon sequestration and river basin 
conservation in the Yunnan Province of China, hydropower and 
timber products in Tanzania’s Eastern Arc Mountains, and similar 
projects in California, Oregon and Hawaii. Polasky, who helped bring 
the IonE on board as a Natural Capital Project partner this year, led 

IN DEEP WATER 
Last summer’s Deepwater Horizon 
oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico result-
ed in the loss of billions of dollars’ 
worth of services provided by living 
things, from commercial fish pro-
duction to hurricane protection.
PHOTO: PATRICK KELLEY

PUTTING NUMBERS TO NATURE 
by WENDEE HOLTCAMP
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many land use planners, these species-rich 
habitats appeared to just sit there, occupying 
space that might otherwise be used for agricul-
ture to produce food, jobs and income. It was 
only after water was dammed or drained, the 
wetlands dried up, and the species comprising 
them disappeared that people realized they 
were important for things like buffering storms 
(think Hurricane Katrina) and providing clean 
drinking water. 

“You don’t notice it immediately,” says 
Lehmann. “But you notice it when you have 
to build a waterworks, and then it is too late.”

Affixing an economic value to biodiversity 
and ecosystems as the Natural Capital Project 
does can tune policymakers in to the goods 
and services nature provides. The approach is 
an attempt to align dominant economic forces 
with the preservation of natural ecosystems by 
quantifying—when possible—the benefits of 
ecosystems and the costs associated with chang-
ing or losing them. 

One oft-cited study published in Nature in 
1997 by ecological economist Robert Costanza 
suggested that the value of ecosystems far ex-
ceeded the annual gross national product of the 

a pilot study examining a Minnesota farmer’s conservation-minded 
land use decisions, such as adding streamside buffers to a farm, as a 
“proof of concept.” The results were predictable.

 “If you just look at commodity returns—traditional economic 
calculations—doing those conservation practices didn’t add up, 
since you’re taking land out of agricultural production,” says Polasky. 
“But if you added in the value of ecosystem services, all sets of 
users end up many times better off under conservation scenarios. 
It really points out the importance of incorporating the full set of 
consequences into decision making, instead of the partial list that 
typically gets considered.” 

Since then, Natural Capital projects have influenced land use 
decisions around the world. In Hawaii, Kamehameha Schools used 
InVEST to analyze trade-offs associated with three land use op-
tions—biofuel feedstock, residential development, or diversified 
agriculture and forestry—for 10,500 acres of watershed land they 
owned on Oahu. Although residential development would yield 
more income, it would also cause declines in both carbon stocks 
and water quality. The schools opted to develop the land using 
diversified sustainably managed agriculture and forestry, which 
increases carbon stocks and helps protect the watershed. 

In the long run, the goal of the Natural Capital Project is 
to make considering ecosystem services in land use decisions 
mainstream, says Polasky. That takes working with all segments of 
society to show that preserving the environment does not have to 
harm someone’s livelihood. In many cases, it may just help. 

planet, and that marine systems (mostly coastal) 
contribute to nearly two-thirds of that value. 
At the time, Costanza estimated the value of 
worldwide ecosystems at $33 trillion per year. 
Global GNP that year, by contrast, was only 
$18 trillion. Although the study has since been 
criticized for overreaching, Lehmann thinks the 
point was made: “Whether the true value is $20 
trillion or $50 trillion, who cares, the number 
is very large indeed.”

MARKET CRASH
“There are quite a few situations where it makes 
sense economically to save biodiversity when 
ecosystem services are considered,” 
says DIVERSITAS’s Larigauderie. 
That suggestion is entangled with 
an idea known as the portfolio effect, 
which likens biodiversity to stocks. 
Diversify your holdings, and you’re 
less likely to get burned when the 
market dips. Invest in biodiversity 
richness, and ecosystem services—
watershed protection, pollination nutrient flow 
and the like—are more apt to remain stable. 

Despite its dark outlook, Global Biodiversity 
Outlook 3 offered a silver lining. It showed how 
investments in biodiversity and ecosystem ser-
vices could save money. The planting of nearly 
12,000 hectares of mangroves in Vietnam cost 
about $1 million but cut dike maintenance 
expenditures by over $7 million. And invest-
ments in a protected area in Venezuela averted 
sedimentation that risked slashing farm revenues 
by $3.5 million annually. 

In some ways, the idea of assigning an eco-
nomic value to nature is incredibly old. Plato 
spoke of the value of nature to human well-being, 
and researchers in the 1920s wrote about the 
role clean water in wetlands had on hunting and 

fishing. But these earlier attempts at understand-
ing what biodiversity was worth ignored the 

INVEST IN BIODIVERSITY RICHNESS, AND ECOSYSTEM 
SERVICES—WATERSHED PROTECTION, POLLINATION, 
NUTRIENT FLOW AND THE LIKE—ARE MORE APT TO 
REMAIN STABLE.

Houston-based freelance writer and photographer WENDEE HOLT-
CAMP has published in magazines such as Scientific American,
OnEarth, National Wildlife, and Smithsonian. She is also Animal Plan-
et’s news blogger.

The Natural Capital Project is helping China, home to 1.3 billion people and 10 percent of 
plant and animal species, find a balance between development and ecosystem protection. 
PHOTO: CHRISTINE TAM
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interconnectedness of species and the variety of 
services an ecosystem could provide.

Leaving out that part of the equation can have 
dramatic effects on the overall calculation, says 
Stephen Polasky, an environmental economist 
in the University of Minnesota’s College of Food, 
Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences and 
the brains behind InVEST. In one study, Polasky 
and his colleagues looked at a scenario that would 
have allowed agricultural expansion in Minnesota. 
Ignore ecosystem services 
such as the value of car-
bon sequestration, and 
there’s a clear benefit to 
landowners to convert the 
land to agriculture. But 
when carbon sequestra-
tion is included, the option of agricultural expan-
sion drops to the bottom of the list. 

“Even without a precise estimate, so long as 
we have a reasonable range, we can see that it 
has to be included into decision making, where 
it otherwise had been assigned a value of zero 
and ignored,” Polasky says. 

Polasky says that it’s the suite of values that 
comes from ecosystems and those that might be 
damaged when something changes the ecosystem 
in a fundamental way that must be considered. 

“But in order to do that we have to understand 
how the ecosystem functions, how we as humans 
muck with them and how that changes the ser-
vices that are provided,” he says. “And that part, 
frankly, is pretty new.”

So, how do you put an economic value on 
biodiversity and ecosystems? It’s a difficult task, 
and one that can become quite technical. In many 
cases, the available information is rudimentary. 
But for some big-ticket services, such as carbon 

and water, the science and the economics are 
fairly good, says Polasky—“good enough to 
make policy choices.” 

Valuations can build on scientific studies 
designed to understand ecosystems, what services 
they provide and how they do it. “The core task 
is to estimate the precise contribution of the 
ecosystem service to the production of the good,” 
says the CBD’s Lehmann. 

One way of determining the value of eco-
system services is to quantify the impacts when 

ecosystems are altered or lost. For example, we 
can calculate the decrease in coffee yield if pol-
lination by wild bees is reduced by 25 percent. 
Another method asks people how much they are 
willing to pay to keep a species or an ecosystem 
service safe, such as whales or the Siberian tiger. 
A variety of studies have placed the value of intact 
coastal ecosystems, such as mangroves or wetlands 
that provide watershed protection, in the range 
of $200 to $1,000 per hectare per year. And the 
benefit of bee pollination for coffee production 
has been estimated at $361 per hectare per year, 
so long as the producers lie within a kilometer 
of natural forests. 

Costanza and his colleagues recently crunched 
the numbers brought on by the oil spill from 
last spring’s Deepwater Horizon explosion in 
the Gulf of Mexico. The spill directly and indi-
rectly affected at least 20 categories of valuable 
ecosystem services, including the $2.5 billion 
Louisiana fishery, popular Gulf beaches and 
carbon sequestration by the coastal marshes and 
open water systems. They estimated that the 
loss in ecosystem services provided by the delta 
would amount to $1.2 billion to $23.5 billion 
per year, or $34 billion to $670 billion until the 
ecosystems recovered. 

There are those who do not believe that 

WHAT’S THE BUZZ?
One study of a coffee  

plantation found that bees 
living in nearby natural forests 

provided pollination services 
worth $60,000 per year. 

PHOTO: ÉRIC TOURNERET

STUDIES HAVE PLACED THE VALUE OF INTACT COASTAL 
ECOSYSTEMS IN THE RANGE OF $200 TO $1,000 PER 
HECTARE PER YEAR.
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BIODIVERSITY IS THE LINCHPIN of conservation, and for good reason. Ecosys-

tems with a richer mix of species experience greater stability, in part because 

there’s plenty of built-in redundancy. Take one species away and life goes on, 

more or less. Take too many away and prepare for trouble. But what about areas 

with an abundance of just a few species?

Case in point: the northern boreal forest, a biome populated by a select 

group of cold-hardy trees that stretches across vast swaths of Alaska, Canada and 

Russia. What happens if you remove a single species from an environment where 

there aren’t that many to begin with?

Jonathan Schilling, an assistant professor of bioproducts and biosystems en-

gineering in the College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences and 

resident fellow at the Institute on the Environment, is searching for answers with 

the help of a four-year, $278,000 grant from The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. 

Schilling’s Minnesota group and colleagues at the University of Alaska Fairbanks 

are trying to link observed outcomes of wood decomposition at the very top 

and bottom of Alaska’s boreal zone to the fungi responsible for it. They want to 

determine not just the fungi present, but which are the dominant players.  

His father was a forester, so Schilling grew up around logging. Early on he 

noted the lack of a consistent approach to how much wood to leave behind. “I 

was always wondering, ‘Where’s the science behind all this?’” he says. With pres-

sure growing to find new sources of biomass and no single standard for managing 

forest residues, his insights could prove critical.

 ”It’s possible, then, that in a system without much redundancy, small changes 

among wood-decaying fungi could have a huge impact,” Schilling says. For one 

thing, different types of fungi decay wood at different rates. Replace a fungus 

that decays wood slowly with 

a speedier cousin, and the 

amount of carbon released 

could well accelerate. 

“Some of these fungi have 

circumpolar ranges and individu-

als can be huge,” Schilling says. 

“Think giant sequoia or blue 

whale. What happens if a spe-

cies of boreal wood-degrading 

fungus disappears? What hap-

pens to the carbon cycle? In a 

low-diversity ecosystem, change 

could happen on a big scale.”

But where exactly is that tipping point? Even if cutting large areas of forest 

doesn’t visibly change the composition of the ecosystem, it may be changing the 

dynamic if the local fungi go defunct. 

“If you have a fairly homogeneous system, you could cut down a large area 

and still preserve diversity,” says Schilling, “but how do you know when it’s too 

much? When you look at the boreal forest as a carbon reservoir, a change in a 

single species could have a large impact. Fungi may not seem important, but 

when you consider the fact that different types of fungi correlate to different 

rates of decay and different soils generated, that could mean a significant 

change for our environment.”

biodiversity or ecosystem services can be boiled 
down to a dollar amount—or that they should. 
It’s the moral or ethical argument of conservation: 
Nature, they say, should be conserved for nature’s 
sake. Larigauderie points out that it need not 
be an either-or situation. “An ecosystems service 
approach shouldn’t replace all other approaches, 
but it is necessary and complementary with the 
goal of conservation,” she says.

Nor can a market-based mechanism con-
serve all biodiversity. “There will be losers,” says 
Larigauderie. “But ecosystem services puts bio-
diversity into an economic framework, and that 
is what the world needs now. It is a pragmatic 
way to save our ecosystems.” 

BIODIVERSITY FUTURES
Despite past failures, the mood among those who 
work to preserve the planet’s biodiversity and 
keep its ecosystems productive is encouraging. 
They have recognized shortcomings, are high-
lighting other approaches—such as ecosystem 
services—and are putting words into action.

In October of this year, the 193 signatories 
to the CBD met in Nagoya, Japan, to hammer 
out a new agreement to safeguard the planet’s 
biodiversity. This time the strategy included 
integrating the value of biodiversity into national 
accounts—the balance sheets each country keeps. 
It also pushed for abolishing incentives that are 
harmful to biodiversity. The vision embraced by 
the 2010 convention is that by 2050, biodiversity 
will be valued, conserved, restored and widely 
used. Perhaps, with the new attention to the 
economic context of biodiversity and ecosystem 
protection, the vision at last will become reality.

HANNAH HOAG is a freelance journalist in 
Montreal. Her work has appeared in Nature, 
New Scientist, Discover, Wired, The Globe and 
Mail, The Toronto Star and elsewhere.

WHAT IS NATURE WORTH? 
IonE’s multimedia team takes on that 
BIG Question in a three-minute video 

that’s bound to get you thinking. Check 
it out at environment.umn.edu/

momentum/biodiversity. STEPHANIE XENOS is a freelance writer from St. Paul, Minn. She writes a 
monthly column for Mpls.St.Paul Magazine and has contributed to a number of 
other publications.

DECAYING MATTERS by STEPHANIE XENOS
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INSECTS
950,000
8,000,000

FUNGI
70,000
1,000,000

ARACHNIDS
75,000
750,000

NEMATODES
15,000
500,000

VIRUSES
5,000
500,000

BACTERIA
4,000
400,000

PLANTS
240,000
300,000

MOLLUSCS
70,000

200,000

ALGAE
40,000
200,000

PROTOZOANS
40,000
200,000

CRUSTACEANS
40,000

150,000

VERTEBRATES
45,000
50,000

As part of National Geographic’s One Cubic Foot project, photogra-
pher David Liittschwager traveled from Central Park in New York 
to coral reefs in French Polynesia to photograph all the living things, 
down to one millimeter in size, inhabiting or moving through a 
single cubic foot of space in various habitats. �e creepy crawlies on 
this page are among the many organisms he and his team found in a 
cubic foot of fynbos (a shrublike ecosystem) on Table Mountain in 
South Africa.To view more creatures from the South Africa 
expedition, visit environment.umn.edu/momentum/webex.

ESTIMATE OF UNKNOWN SPECIES

NUMBER OF KNOWN SPECIES

“Not everything that counts can be counted.” – Albert Einstein

How diverse is biodiversity? �e answer is as uncertain as the 
question is compelling. Without knowing what’s out there, it’s hard 
to save it. Yet after centuries of discovering, naming and classifying 
living things, scientists have only scratched the surface. 

To date, some 1.7 million species have been formally described. But 
intensive spot sampling of insects—by far the most populous 
taxon—combined with sophisticated extrapolation exercises suggests 
we’re only just beginning to understand the extent of life on Earth. 
Current best guesses are on the order of 12.5 million distinct species, 
give or take 5 million.

Around the world, biologists continue to discover new creatures 
at the tops of trees or bottoms of seas. Even as they do, others 
debate what, exactly, “species” means—or whether it has any useful 
meaning at all. Regardless of the outcome of that argument, it’s 
becoming increasingly clear that we need to consider all forms of 
biodiversity—genetic and ecosystem as well as taxonomic—in 
deciding how to best sustain the systems that sustain us.

As myrmecologist E.O. Wilson observed: “Since we depend on an 
abundance of functioning ecosystems to cleanse our water and 
manufacture the very air we breathe, biodiversity is clearly not an 
inheritance to be discarded carelessly.”

. . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . .

Data source: World Conservation Monitoring Centre (1992) Global 
Biodiversity: Status of the Earth’s Living Resources. Chapman & Hall, London.

Photos: David Liittschwager/National Geographic Stock
Infographic: Todd Reubold   Text: Mary Ho�
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biodiversity—genetic and ecosystem as well as taxonomic—in 
deciding how to best sustain the systems that sustain us.

As myrmecologist E.O. Wilson observed: “Since we depend on an 
abundance of functioning ecosystems to cleanse our water and 
manufacture the very air we breathe, biodiversity is clearly not an 
inheritance to be discarded carelessly.”

. . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . .

Data source: World Conservation Monitoring Centre (1992) Global 
Biodiversity: Status of the Earth’s Living Resources. Chapman & Hall, London.

Photos: David Liittschwager/National Geographic Stock
Infographic: Todd Reubold   Text: Mary Ho�
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ELUSIVE
EFFICIENCYWHY IS SAVING ENERGY 

SO HARD – AND WHAT 

CAN WE DO ABOUT IT?

BY ADAM ASTON
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ELUSIVE
WHEN IT COMES TO REDUCING FOSSIL FUEL USE, increasing energy 
efficiency has obvious appeal: help the environment, boost energy security 
and save money, too—without the grit-your-teeth-and-get-by-without 
attitude of 1970s-style energy conservation. Not only that, but boosting 
the amount of work we squeeze out of each kWh or Btu is the cheapest, 
most plentiful and fastest tool we have for moving toward a more sustain-
able energy future. Many efficiency fixes, experts point out, save so much 
it would be foolish to ignore them. 

Americans have made some moves to enhance efficiency: Per capita 
energy use has fallen by 14 percent in the past three decades in the U.S., 
and since 1970 the energy necessary to create each dollar of GDP has 
been halved. Still, based on comparisons with other countries, that figure 
could well be halved again. And a recent report by the National Academies 
suggests Americans could reduce energy use 17 to 22 percent by 2020 
and 25 to 31 percent by 2030 if we adopt existing and emerging energy 
efficiency technologies.

Why isn’t this “low-hanging fruit,” as efficiency is invariably called, 
being plucked? In the face of logic, 
incentives, regulatory mandates, new 
efficiency-enhancing technologies 
and even moral imperative, consum-
ers remain surprisingly ambivalent 
about, or even muddled by, the op-
tions. Part of the problem is how 
human behavior often stymies bet-
ter intentions. Another factor is the 
more banal reality that bureaucracy 

and a lack of capital can slow any revolution in its tracks, no matter how 
cost-effective it might be.

“The potential to reduce the energy we waste is compelling,” Kenneth 
J. Ostrowski, a senior partner at global management consulting firm 
McKinsey & Co., said in announcing a 2009 study of the U.S. economy. 

“However, to unlock the full potential, we need a coordinated national 
and regional strategy to overcome barriers and scale up the deployment 
of existing energy efficiency technologies.” 

CONSIDER THE VALUE
First, take a step back and consider the value efficiency offers. 

In an influential study published in 2008, psychologists Gerald T. Gard-
ner and Paul C. Stern assessed the impact of around 30 steps households 
could take toward increasing their energy efficiency, all using currently 
available technologies. The sum of the efforts, they found, could cut U.S. 

home energy use by up to 30 percent. Since residences account for nearly 
one-third of total energy use, these savings could trim 11 percent from 
overall U.S. energy consumption.

In its 2009 report, McKinsey 
identified waste and other savings 
opportunities amounting to 23 per-
cent of the U.S. energy pie, excluding 
the transportation sector. The cost 
of energy-saving upgrades, McKin-
sey found, could be entirely paid for 
within a few years by the resulting 
reduction in spending on energy. For 
a total investment of $520 billion, the 
U.S. could trim some $1.2 trillion from its energy costs by 2020. “Energy 
efficiency should be elevated to a national priority,” said Ostrowski.

The savings would be greater still if the calculation considers future 
innovation, says David Goldstein, energy program co-director for the 
Natural Resources Defense Council. In his 2010 book Invisible Energy, 
Goldstein estimated savings of 80 percent are possible by 2050 if we include 
technologies now in the pipeline, as well as those likely to be introduced 
given what we know about the pace of innovation.

Commenting on a National Academy of Sciences study estimating 
that energy savings of 30 percent are possible with today’s technology, 
Goldstein points out that by factoring in improvements in these tech-
nologies, the efficiency resource balloons in size to trillions of dollars of 
growth potential: “Energy efficiency is one of the strongest tools we have 
at our disposal to recover from the recession.”

CULPRIT: CONFUSION
So if these gains are waiting to be made, what’s holding up the great ef-
ficiency revolution? 

One culprit seems to be confusion. Consumers face a challenge con-
necting big, abstract gains with more familiar day-to-day decisions, such 
as installing CFL lightbulbs. And Americans are—for now, at least—so 
muddled about energy and efficiency that we’re largely unable to identify 
best choices about how to cut consumption. 

Last year, a research team led by Shahzeen Attari at Columbia Univer-
sity’s Center for Research on Environmental Decisions 
surveyed 505 subjects to assess their perceptions of 
energy consumption and savings for a variety of 
household, transportation and recycling activities. 
The team found that subjects sometimes overstated the

Continued on page 22

23
Percent waste and  
savings opportunities  
in the U.S. energy pie  
(excluding transportation)

30
Percent reduction in U.S. 
home energy use with 
current technologies
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the phenomenon may be, it muddies the already confusing mix of 
facts, habits and psychology surrounding efficiency efforts. 

Complexity
For another twist of how efficiency gains may not cut energy use, 

consider America’s love affair with big, fast cars. The technology to dra-
matically boost vehicle efficiency has been progressing for dec-ades, but 
has gone largely gone instead to soup-up performance.  

Nationwide, the average mileage of US cars peaked around 1988. But by 
1990, with oil prices headed towards historical lows and Washington bored 
of mileage regulations, mileage standards essentially froze until recently. 

Of course car technology wasn’t standing still. While mileage barely 
budged, average horsepower surged 77%, to around 230 today. The dynamic 
means that today’s mild-mannered Toyota Sienna minivan offers about as 
much horsepower as Ford’s fastest ’72 Mustang. “Auto makers have been 
obsessed with power at the cost to efficiency/CK,” says David Friedman, 
Research Director of Clean Vehicles at the Union of Concerned Scientists. 

Car mileage is finally headed back up, thanks to a combination of rising 
oil prices and revitalized federal standards. Yet again though, consumer 
behavior threatens to stall the adaptation of greener choices. A recent 
survey by Harris Interactive suggests that while the public is aware of 
greener auto technologies, such as hybrids, electric cars, clean diesel and 
fuel cells, they lack the understanding to make informed decisions about 
these alternatives. 

The study, performed on behalf of Mercedes Benz, found that nearly 
half of the adults surveyed are inclined to buy one of these new technolo-
gies, but are unsure of which to buy. Only one in three un-derstands which 
is best for various driving situations. “The options are very exciting for 
consumers, but automakers green washing of these technologies confuses 
buyers/CK,” adds Friedman.

Costs
Consumers are quick to state a willingness to pay for green features. 

But as Attari’s work shows, in practice, they display an aversion to paying 
large amounts upfront, even if the investment promise long-term savings. 
High costs, such as the $25,000 price tag for a typical rooftop solar system, 
can be a barrier to major green upgrades.

Cities have pioneered an innovative solution to the this problem. 
Adapting a model historically used to finance sewer systems, sidewalks, 
and other public works, planners in Berkeley, Calif. devised an approach 
that finances the upfront costs of big-ticket efficiency investments by 
issuing a bond. 

Properties that receive those funds, in return, see their taxes rise 
incrementally over 15 or 20 years to pay down the bond. “PACE helps 
consumers get past the hurdle of paying up front costs,” said Claire Danielle 
Tomkins, Director of Research at the Carbon War Room, at the Climate 
Business 2010 con-ference in New York recently. To date, 20 states have 
passed laws enabling these so-called Property Assessed Clean Energy, or 
PACE, programs  

Perversely, however, Washington has inadvertently stymied the progress 
of PACE deployments. In the wake of the global financial crisis, federal 
mortgage authorities are blocking mortgages attached to PACE bonds, 
arguing that the added payments increase a borrower’s monthly pay-
ments and thereby add risk to the teetering mortgage markets. “The fact 

is [homes with PACE backed upgrades] are less of a credit risk,” because 
green features tend to lower a household’s energy costs, and increase 
the owner’s ability to service debt said Dan Kammen, the World Bank’s 
Chief Technical Specialist for Renewable Energy & Energy Efficiency, at 
the same conference. 

More carrots, more sticks
Alas, there is no single fix for the conundrum of efficiency. Logjams 

like the PACE policy must be dismantled one by one. And there are many 
other partial solutions. 

Above all, says Attari, we are learning that no single approach is 
superior. “Go after what matters most to a consumer,” she says. “If they 
care about security, talk about energy independence. If they care about 
their grand kids, talk about protecting the polar bears. If they care about 
costs, talk about that.” 

For now incentives remain the most politically saleable strategy to induce 
efficiency savings. As part of the stimulus bill, the Department of Energy 
(DOE) has doled out hundreds of millions to boost efficiency programs. 

More vigorous mandates are making a come back though. Led by 
the Obama White House’s rollout of higher mileage standards for cars, 
well-crafted rules promise to speed change faster, while obviating many 
of the psychological traps that can distract consumers. 

After all, when consumers cannot opt for an inferior technology, their 
purchasing decisions get easier. In September, for instance, the DOE an-
nounced dozens of tough penalties against companies selling appliances, 
plumbing and lighting products without certifying that they meet energy 
and/or water efficiency standards.  

There may even be a public appetite for a heavier regulatory hand.  The 
expectation of regulation inevitably stirs strong dislike, but once applied, 
consumers rapidly adjust and loose their resistance. This tendency towards 

“psychological reactiveness,” says Attari, explains why, “no one objects to 
seat belt rules any more.” 

A national survey conducted by the Mellman Group for the Union of 
Concern Scientists suggests consumers may prefer tougher mileage rules 
to a proliferation of car technologies. The study that about 74% of voters 
favor tougher federal goals requiring that average fuel efficiency rise to 60 
mpg by 2025. Two-thirds supported the goal even if it meant a $3,000 
premium on the sticker price, assuming that could be recouped in savings 
at the pump within four years. 

Lurking outside this debate is, of course, the effect of price, the most 
powerful motivator of efficient behavior of all. The sharp oil price spike of 
2008 caused an unprecedented stampede away from gas guzzling vehicles, 
and triggered broader efforts to cut energy use. 

Caprice won again, though. When gas prices retreated, the push for 
efficiency evaporated. Advocates for a fee on carbon emissions argue such 
a fee will trigger many positive efficiency changes in an orderly fashion. 
Better, they argue, than if unpredictably high oil prices return and force 
these shifts chaotically. Indeed, better we learn improved efficiency be-
haviors while we can afford to.  

B
usinesses are, by and large, more successful than consumers at identify-

ing and harvesting efficiency opportunities. They typically have bigger 

energy bills, making rewards from efficiency investments proportionally 

larger. They also have deeper pockets, and more sophisticated financing 

options to fund upgrades. 

But many of the same psychological hurdles beleaguer commercial efforts. In New 

York City, for example, buildings account for 80 percent of energy consumption. 

Yet in the city’s largest and most energy-intensive structures, space is typically 

owned by a landlord and leased by a tenant—a disastrous mismatch for efficiency 

investment. For one thing, energy costs are typically apportioned by office size 

rather than energy consumption, so there is little reward for investing in more 

miserly office gear. For another, landlords own the key energy-consuming equip-

ment, such as the central air conditioning units, but pass their energy costs onto 

the tenants—so they don’t enjoy the reduced costs of their improvements, either. 

Fixing this “split incentive” problem is one of the greatest challenges facing the 

commercial building sector. 

Time to take a lesson from an icon. The Empire State Building, as part of a $500 

million renovation, is undergoing one of the most ambitious green retrofits ever. 

The goal: to cut the building’s total energy use by 38 percent or more. 

The $20 million job includes high-tech upgrades to the building’s windows, eleva-

tors, and heating, air conditioning and other mechanical systems. But planners are 

also aiming to right the split incentive problem. Each tenant will have a meter, and 

will be billed for actual energy consumption. And all tenants will see anonymized 

information comparing their performance against similar tenants, along with tips 

on how to shrink their use.

“A law firm on one floor will see what other firms in the building are using.” says 

Clay Nesler, vice president of global energy and sustainability at building technol-

ogy and energy services supplier Johnson Controls. “Competition is a powerful 

motivator. Studies show you can get 5 to 15 percent savings just by providing 

better information.” –Adam Aston
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impact of visible actions that offered relatively little energy savings, while 
profoundly underestimating the impact of less-visible steps that saved 10 
or even 100 times more energy. While the test did not formally include 
cost estimates, the data suggest that respondents tended to underestimate 
choices with bigger impacts that were more costly.

Interestingly, respondents who identified themselves as eco-minded 
tended to be less accurate than the general public. Emphasizing that the 
study wasn’t testing the causes of these misconceptions, Attari points out, 

“The well intentioned may focus on behaviors that they do, and pay less 
attention to the ones they don’t do.”

But the study offers one piece of the puzzle to help encourage efficiency: 
Enlighten consumers about their consumption. Some utilities, for example, 
are tinkering with household gizmos designed to deliver data to residents 
so they can see their energy use. That kind of personalized instant feedback 
on gains made may be just what people need to make pursuing energy 
efficiency seem worth their while—particularly if reducing energy use is 
tied to something that makes a difference to them.

 “Go after what matters most to a consumer,” says Attari. “If they 
care about security, talk about energy independence. If they care about 
economics, talk about cost savings. If they care about their grandkids, talk 
about protecting future generations. If they care about biodiversity and 
species extinction, talk about polar bears.”

SET THE PACE
Consumers are quick to state a willingness to pay for green features. But 
in practice, another impediment to adopting energy efficiency measures 
is our aversion to paying large amounts up front, even if the investment 
promises long-term savings. High costs, such as the price tag for insulation 
or a new, energy-efficient furnace, can be a barrier to major green upgrades.

Some cities have pioneered an innovative solution to this problem. 
Adapting a model historically used to pay for sewer systems, sidewalks 
and other public works, planners in Berkeley, Calif., devised an ap-
proach—called Property Assessed Clean Energy, or PACE—that finances 
the up-front costs of big-ticket efficiency investments by issuing a bond. 
Property owners can, in turn, borrow those public funds to pay for green 
upgrades. To pay back the loan, homes that tap into PACE funds see their 
taxes rise incrementally over 20 years. 

“PACE helps consumers get past the hurdle of paying up-front costs,” 
said Claire Danielle Tomkins, director of research at the Carbon War 
Room, at the Business Climate 2010 conference in New York recently.

To date, more than 20 states have passed laws enabling PACE pro-
grams. Perversely, however, Washington has stymied the progress of PACE 

deployments. In the wake of the global financial crisis, federal authorities 
are blocking mortgages attached to PACE bonds, arguing that the added 
payments increase a borrower’s monthly costs and thereby add risk to still 
sickly mortgage markets. 

REBOUND
Interestingly, thanks again to human nature, even implementing measures 
that improve efficiency will not necessarily result in reduced energy use.

One challenge is something called the “rebound effect.” By definition, 
greater efficiency lowers the cost to use a technology. But people tend to 
consume more of something as it gets cheaper. When these two truths collide, 
efficiency gains can be diluted by increases in use. One study found that 

households with high-efficiency washing 
machines boosted the volume of washing 
they did on average by 5.6 percent. This 
increase didn’t negate the 40 to 50 percent 
reductions in water and energy consump-
tion the units delivered, but it did erode 
total efficiency gains, according to a 2008 
RAND paper by economist Lucas Davis. 

For another twist on how human nature 
can stymie efficiency’s efforts to cut energy 
use, consider America’s love affair with big, 

fast cars. The technology to dramatically boost vehicle efficiency has been 
progressing for decades, but technology upgrades that could have saved 
energy have instead gone to soup up performance. While mileage barely 
budged between 1990 and now, average horsepower surged 77 percent, 
to around 230 today. As a result, today’s mild-mannered Toyota Sienna 
minivan offers about as much horsepower as Ford’s fastest ’72 Mustang.

MORE CARROTS, MORE STICKS
Alas, there is no single fix for efficiency elusiveness. Logjams like the PACE 
policy must be dismantled one by one. And because human behavior is 
so complex, approaches to altering it must take many forms. 

For now, incentives are the most politically saleable strategy to induce 
efficiency savings. As part of the stimulus bill, the U.S. Department of 
Energy has doled out hundreds of millions to boost efficiency programs. 

More vigorous mandates are making a comeback, too. Most visible, 
perhaps, has been the rollout of higher mileage standards for cars. And 
in September, DOE announced the latest in a series of new rules to boost 
efficiency, in this case dozens of tough penalties against companies selling 

Continued from page 19
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appliances, plumbing and lighting 
without certifying that they meet en-
ergy and/or water efficiency standards. 
Such well-crafted rules promise to 
speed change while obviating many 
of the psychological traps that can 
distract consumers. When we can’t 
opt for a less-efficient technology, our 
purchasing decisions get easier. 

There may even be a public appe-
tite for a yet heavier regulatory hand. 
A national survey conducted by the 
Mellman Group for the Union of 
Concerned Scientists suggests con-
sumers may prefer tougher mileage 
rules. The study found that about 74 
percent of voters favor tougher federal goals requiring that average fuel 
efficiency rise to 60 mpg by 2025. Two-thirds supported the goal even if 
it meant a $3,000 premium on the sticker price, assuming that could be 
recouped in savings at the pump within four years. 

Perhaps the biggest motivator of all could end up to be the market. 
The sharp oil price spike of 2008 caused an unprecedented stampede away 
from gas-guzzling vehicles, and triggered broader efforts to cut energy 
use. Similar increases in the cost of 
electricity or natural gas could do much 
to motivate consumers to cut back by 
improving their energy efficiency. 

Of course, in a now familiar cycle, 
once gas prices retreated, the clamor for 
more efficient cars all but evaporated. 

Advocates for a tax on carbon emis-
sions generated by energy use argue 
such a fee would trigger the adoption 
of energy efficiency measures in an orderly fashion by preventing such 
on-again, off-again shifts toward efficient technologies. Better to create 
an incentive to put efficient systems into place ahead of time, they argue, 
than to wait for unpredictably high energy prices to return and force 
these shifts chaotically. Indeed, better we all learn efficiency-improving 
behaviors while we can afford to. 

ADAM ASTON is a freelance writer in Brooklyn. His work has ap-
peared in BusinessWeek, Technology Review, The Fiscal Times, OnEarth, 
GreenBiz and elsewhere.

74
Percent of voters 
favoring tougher federal 
goals for increased mpg

SUPERSIZE IT! 
YOU’VE PROBABLY HEARD of small-scale options for im-

proving energy efficiency: insulating your home, installing 

fluorescent lights or natural skylights, driving high-MPG 

cars. But what can be done to improve energy efficiency 

on a large scale? 

Plenty, says Twin Cities consulting engineer Dave 

Solberg. Solberg is working with businesses around the 

world to apply the principles of 

exergy—essentially, advanced heat 

recovery—as a tool for dramatically 

enhancing energy efficiency on a 

commercial scale. Tapping exergy 

helped Minnesota-based Cypress 

Semiconductor reduce natural gas 

consumption 98 percent. By incor-

porating exergy-utilizing features 

into the design of a new facility 

in Malaysia, solar energy panel 

manufacturer SunPower reduced 

construction costs $4.5 million. 

The Science Museum of Min-

nesota is among the latest to 

give exergy a shot. Currently, the 

SMM uses cold water piped in from 

nearby District Energy to cool and 

dehumidify outside air to 50 F, then 

reheats the air to room temperature using hot water. 

Under the new process, the water warmed by the hot air 

it cooled will also be used to reheat the room air—not 

only saving energy, but decreasing water use as well. 

 Power electronics offer another option for increasing 

energy efficiency in corporate and industrial settings.

“Motors consume approximately two-thirds of the 

electricity that we use,” says Ned Mohan, professor of 

electrical and computer engineering in the University of 

Minnesota’s College of Science and Engineering. As a 

result, improving the efficiency of motor technology—used 

in appliances, computers, HVAC systems and renewable 

energy conversion devices, to name a few—could make 

a big dent in energy use. 

Mohan says power electronics, which control and 

convert electric power with the goal of zero energy loss, 

can greatly improve efficiencies of motor-driven systems. 

Say you want to use your air conditioner on a hot sum-

mer day. You choose the “low” setting to save energy. 

But because the air conditioner’s motor only runs at full 

force, you’re not actually saving anything: The extra air is 

simply diverted with throttles and flaps. Power electron-

ics can control the motor so only the amount of power 

needed is delivered. 

By better matching the amount of energy a device 

receives with what it needs to operate, power electronics 

can improve energy efficiency across the board, from the 

smallest computer to the largest building—and everything 

in between. –Theresa H. Bipes 
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WATER
Companies and citizens working hard 
to reduce their carbon footprints are 
starting to pay attention to another 

kind of footprint as well.
BY EMILY GERTZ

TIGHT
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The next time you stop off at a pub 
for a quick bite, think about this: 
It took around 630 gallons of wa-
ter to make your burger. Your pint 
of beer used around 20 gallons. 

Manufacturing your blue jeans and T-shirt 
drank up about 1,218 gallons of water: 505 and 
713 gallons, respectively.

Total: Nearly 1,900 gallons of water—and 
that’s without fries on the side.

These quantities are the “water footprint” of 
each product: the total amount of freshwater 
used in its manufacture, including producing 
the ingredients. 

For many products, that footprint is Paul 
Bunyan–sized: With water seemingly cheap 
and plentiful, there has been little incentive to 
try to keep it small. 

But today, that’s changing. Even though 
much of the water we use for growing food 
and making products is replenished by natural 
hydrological cycles, freshwater will be less reli-
able and available in the coming century. Popu-
lation growth is increasing both demand for 
water and pollution of potable supplies. At the 
same time, climate change is disrupting histori-
cal precipitation patterns, shrinking freshwater 
sources such as glaciers and snowpack, and cre-
ating unprecedented droughts and floods. 

According to an analysis published in Nature
in September 2010, the freshwater supplies of 
most of the world’s population are at high risk.
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“If you look at the global distribution of 
people and the global distribution of threat 
levels to human water security, the places with 
the highly threatened water security represent 
about 80 percent of the world population, over 
4 billion people,” says study co-author Peter 
McIntyre, assistant professor at the University 
of Wisconsin’s Center for Limnology. 

In the United States, a 2010 analysis by 
the consulting firm Tetra Tech for the Natural 

Resources Defense Council found that more 
than 1,100 counties—fully two-thirds of all 
counties in the lower 48 states—will contend 
with higher water risk by 2050 due to climate 
change alone. Fourteen states can expect ex-
tremely serious problems with freshwater sup-
ply, including Florida, Mississippi, New Mexi-
co and California.

It’s not surprising, then, that businesses are 
increasingly considering their corporate water 
footprint. They encounter water risk—and 
opportunities to reduce it—at many stages of 
their operations, from growing crops to run-

ning retail stores. Fac-
toring such risks into 
their present and fu-
ture planning is help-
ing companies present 

themselves as good environmental stewards to 
the public, and potentially reduce risks to their 
earnings from water scarcity.

“It’s often said that water is going to be the 
oil of the 21st century, in the sense of becom-

ing an ever-more scarce commodity,” McIntyre 
says. “In the grand scheme of things, you can 
live without oil, but you can’t live without wa-
ter. Water is fundamental for all life. And that’s 
certainly true for business as well.”

BLUE JEAN SURPRISE. Knowing the 
water footprint of goods and services can help 
businesses use water more efficiently (and work 
with suppliers to do the same), proactively pro-

tect water supplies and reduce vulnerability to 
changing water quality and quantity.

“There’s no doubt that this is a very im-
portant component of what companies are go-
ing to need in order to begin to evaluate their 
water-related risks and impacts,” says Jason 
Morrison, program director with the Pacific In-
stitute, a California-based sustainability think 
tank. “You can’t ultimately manage what you 
don’t measure.”

Take that pair of blue jeans: According to 
the Water Footprint Network, producing one 
pound of cotton uses close to 1,500 gallons of 
water on average: 45 percent in irrigation wa-
ter from surface or ground supplies (known as 
“blue water”), 41 percent in rainwater stored in 
the soil (green water), and 14 percent used to 
dilute agricultural runoff, as well as chemical-
laden wastewater from textile mills (grey water). 

In 2007, clothing manufacturer Levi 
Strauss & Co. assessed the water footprint of 
a pair of jeans from production to disposal and 
found that each pair used about 925 gallons of 

wa•ter foot•print. The total 
volume of freshwater that is used to 
produce the goods and services con-
sumed by the individual or community 
or produced by the business. 

(as defined by the Water Footprint Network)

THE COLORS OF WATER. Measures to 
reduce use and conserve are best devised based on the 
type of water being used:

BLUE WATER is water from groundwater and surface 
water supplies, as for crop irrigation. GREEN WATER is 
rainfall absorbed by soil and evaporated through growth 
of crops. GREY WATER, in manufacturing, is the volume 
of water needed to dilute pollutants sufficiently to meet 
accepted standards for water quality. In agriculture, grey 
water is quantified as the volume of water needed to re-
duce concentrations of nitrogen and phosphate fertilizers 
in runoff, as well as pesticides leaching from the soil, to 
accepted levels.

“You can live without oil,  
but you can’t live without water.”
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water from cradle to grave. About 1 percent 
was used directly in the manufacturing pro-
cess; more than 50 percent in the supply chain, 
including growing the cotton and selling the 
pants; and about 45 percent by the consumer 
to care for the jeans.

Levi Strauss is setting targets for reducing 
water use at U.S. facilities, including cutting 
water use in half at a particularly water-hungry 
Nevada distribution center by 2012. Focus-

ing its water stewardship efforts on its supply 
chain, the company has established “global ef-
fluent requirements” covering water use, qual-
ity and reclamation for its factories and bulk 
fabric suppliers, and collects data on water use 
from its suppliers. 

23 GALLONS TO THE PINT. Beer pro-
duction’s water consumption is also linked to 
its supply chain. Around 89 percent of the wa-
ter needed to create a pint of brew is consumed 
in raising crops such as barley and hops. SAB-
Miller, a global brewing company that owns 
nearly 200 brands (including Coors, Grolsch, 
Miller and Pilsner-Urquell), recently partnered 
with international conservation group WWF 
to produce the report Water Futures, an assess-
ment of the company’s exposure to water risks 
in South Africa, Tanzania, Ukraine and Peru. 

SABMiller found its Tanzania operations 
averaged nearly 23 gallons of water used for ev-
ery pint of beer produced. South Africa’s pint 
of beer took 19 gallons of water to produce, 

TO UNDERSTAND HOW WATER CAN BECOME SCARCE, consider that the human 

population numbered under 2 billion in 1900, surpassed 6 billion by 2000, and is surg-

ing toward 9 billion by 2050. And we’re not the only living organisms on this planet that 

need freshwater to survive.

The global water supply, by comparison, is finite. Whether it’s in the form of ice, va-

por, steam or liquid, the amount of water on Earth today is about the same as the water 

that slaked the planet’s thirst a million years ago. Only a very thin slice of that supply is 

the liquid freshwater that we depend upon for drinking, washing, irrigation, manufactur-

ing, energy and more.

The world’s total water supply is estimated at about 333 million cubic miles, or 

about 366 trillion gallons. Of this, 97 percent, about 353 trillion gallons, is salt water. 

Of the remaining 13 trillion gallons, all freshwater, 68.7 percent is locked up in 

glaciers and ice caps, 30.1 percent is stored in rock formations and soil as groundwater, 

and 0.9 percent exists as vapor and in living things.

Just 0.3 percent — one third of 1 percent — of this freshwater supply exists on the 

surface of the Earth as lakes (87 percent), wetlands (11 percent) and rivers (2 percent).

FRESHWATER
(13 TRILLION GALLONS)

SURFACE WATER
(390 BILLION GALLONS)

GLACIERS
and ICECAPS

(68.7%)

GROUNDWATER
(30.1%)

WATER VAPOR (0.9%)

SURFACE WATER (0.3%)

LAKES (87%)

WETLANDS (11%)

RIVERS (2%)

TOP TWO. Water pollution and 
freshwater supplies are the highest rank-
ing environmental concerns for people 
around the world, according to a 2009 
survey sponsored by Molson Coors. 

WHERE’S ALL THE WATER?
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EMILY GERTZ is a journalist and editor based 
in New York City. Currently a correspondent 
for OnEarth, she blogs and reports regularly 
on the environment, science and technology 
at OnEarth.org and manages online commu-
nity and content. Gertz contributed several 
sections to the book Worldchanging: A User’s 
Guide for the 21st Century, and is the author 
of the award-winning 2009 Momentum cover 
story, “On the Edge of the Future.” 

while Peru and Ukraine used just 7.5 gallons of 
water to create a pint of brew. 

In each country, 90 percent or more of the 
water footprint came from cultivating crops. 
But for countries with such divergent econo-
mies and environments, these amounts and 
percentages don’t tell the full story. 

Peru and Ukraine use substantial amounts 
of grey water in agriculture, for instance, while 
the footprints of South Africa and Tanzania are 
primarily green and blue water. In Ukraine, 
deteriorating infrastructure is a major risk to 
water supplies, while in Tanzania and Peru, 
population growth will present a challenge. 
South Africa’s brisk economic expansion means 
that different industries are increasingly vy-
ing for the same, relatively constrained water 
supply. All four countries face water pollution 
challenges, but in Ukraine a major factor is 
deteriorating infrastructure, while in Peru and 
Tanzania, it’s population growth. 

The 630 gallons of water it takes to pro-
duce one hamburger is no small matter, either. 
Much of it is concentrated in growing grains as 

feed for cattle. “Holistic ranching” offers some 
solutions. Mimicking the natural behavior of 
bison, munching cattle are moved across open 
grasslands, letting some areas recover as others 
are grazed. 

Free-range ranching can help restore grass-
lands and improve water conditions: The ani-
mals spread grass seed as they move, and grind 
it into the soil with their hooves. As the grasses 
and other vegetation grow, the roots help lock 
down water from rainfall so it ends up in the 
soil and groundwater rather than lost to run-
off or evaporation. The catch: most grass-fed 
beef cows are sent to feedlots before slaughter 
to fatten up on water intensive grains. Further, 
federal subsidies keep the costs for corn feed 
low compared to free-range feeding.

TO LABEL OR NOT TO LABEL? The 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Water 
Sense program allows toilets, showerheads, and 
bathroom sink faucets that pass independent 

testing to display an official Water Sense label. 
The mark tells consumers the fixtures use less 
water than their noncertified counterparts, 
while delivering equally good performance.

Labeling products based on their cradle-to-
grave water footprints would be problematic 
by comparison, says Morrison. His institute is 
part of the Alliance for Water Stewardship, an 
international coalition of environmental and 
sustainability groups working with public and 
private sector officials to develop science-based 
training and certification programs in water 
stewardship. Similar to the Forest Stewardship 
Council or the global Fair Trade movement, 
consumer products could qualify for “a good 
practice label and certification standard that 
allows companies that are good performers to 
differentiate themselves from others that might 
not be as good stewards of water resources.” 

Morrison says he’s “deeply skeptical that 
you could actually come up with a product lev-
el claim that was meaningful and scientifically 
defensible.” Still, one has to start somewhere. 
Water footprints may help companies manage 

their water risk in the face of increasing scar-
city—but only if they have an impact on how 
we all manage water.

“The sheer size of the global water challenge 
will require all sectors of society to do their 
part. So consumers, citizens, will have a role to 
play in this,” says Morrison. “Some of it will be 
through their personal behavior, the way that 
they use water at home, but it will also be about 
their choices, and the way they do with their 
purchases and dollars.”

IN NORTH AMERICA, anticipated 

impacts of warming surface tem-

peratures include changes in rainfall 

patterns, more intense but briefer 

rainfalls, prolonged dry spells and 

droughts, and increasing evaporation 

of water from rivers and streams. 

The West, Southwest and 

Northwest will likely contend with 

reduced mountain snowpack, while 

the Northeast will see decreased 

snow cover—both leading to less 

freshwater from snowmelt. The West 

and Southwest will likely experience 

declining groundwater resources and 

lengthened dry spells or droughts.

The Midwest’s overall reliance on 

rainwater for much of its water sup-

ply may prove a weakness as weather 

patterns change. Semidry areas will 

likely become drier, while severe 

droughts are expected to be more 

common. Changing weather patterns 

will render streamflows unpredictable. 

Irrigation-fed agriculture may wilt as 

demand for limited groundwater and 

surface water supplies intensifies.

The Great Lakes hold 84 percent 

of the surface freshwater in North 

America— a hot commodity on a 

continent with stressed-out supplies. 

But lower lake levels due to warming 

temperatures, as well as declines in 

the extent and duration of winter ice, 

changed streamflows, and diminished 

groundwater recharge in the region 

will make this water supply even 

more valuable at the same time it af-

fects the region’s shipping, agricul-

tural and tourism economies.

“The sheer size of the global water challenge will 
require all sectors of society to do their part.”

CHANGING 
CLIMATE, 
CHANGING 
WATER
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Shrink Your Print. The average American can reduce his or her total water footprint through steps such as 
buying water-efficient bathroom fixtures and high-efficiency washers, putting in drought-resistant plantings, and 
eating less meat. Check out the Virtual Water Project’s consumers guide to water footprints, including an iPhone 
app, at virtualwater.eu

SHRINK YOUR PRINT.
The average American can reduce 
his or her total water footprint through 
steps such as buying water-efficient 
bathroom fixtures and high-efficiency 
washers, putting in drought-resistant 
plants, and eating less meat. Check out 
the Virtual Water Project’s consumer’s 
guide to water footprints, including an 
iPhone app, at virtualwater.eu.
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SCIENTIST’S SOAPBOX

Feed the World,
Save the Earth
These two goals need not—must not—
be mutually exclusive.
by DAVID TILMAN | photo by David L. Hansen
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THE DEFINING FEATURE OF EARTH is the existence of life, and the most amazing feature of this life is its 
incredible diversity. How and why this planet supports more than 3 million different species of plants and 
animals has fascinated biologists for at least the past two centuries. What began as academic curiosity, though, 
has become a subject of importance for the long-term sustainability of Earth’s ecosystems and the vital services 
these ecosystems provide to society. We now know that loss of biological diversity compromises the productiv-
ity, stability and efficiency of ecosystems, and that human actions are threatening biodiversity. 

What does this have to do with food production? We already use an immense part of the Earth to produce 
our food. Once deserts, the Antarctic and tundra are excluded, Earth has about 8 billion hectares of land that 
is generally suitable for humans. Five billion hectares are currently dedicated to agricultural cropland and 
pastures, and more than a billion more hectares may be needed to feed the world by 2050. This conversion of a 
third to a half of the Earth’s remaining high-diversity natural ecosystems into low-diversity agricultural ecosys-
tems would be a major threat to global biodiversity. 

We face a dilemma. Providing all the people of the world with an adequate and sustainable supply of food 
is a central moral obligation of society. We are likely to need more than double the current global food supply 
as global population grows from 7 billion to 9 billion people and especially as per capita consumption increases 
by about 150 percent. However, it is also our obligation to ensure that future generations have a livable planet. 

Human impacts on nature, which are already 
large, are likely to be two or three times stronger 
by the middle of this century if we expand agri-
culture as we have during past decades.

Can we feed the world and save the Earth? 
The richer nations currently have crop yields 
that are four to six times larger than those of 
the less developed nations. If we can provide 
the less developed nations of the world with the 
knowledge and resources needed to close this 
yield gap on the lands that they have already 
cleared, it is possible that we could more than 

double global food production within 50 years without requiring more global land clearing. Moreover, during 
the past 15 years, at least a dozen nations have been able to increase their yields while decreasing agrichemical 
inputs through “precision agriculture.” The global adoption of precision agriculture would help ameliorate the 
pollution of lakes, rivers and the oceans that would otherwise be caused by agricultural intensification. 

More than a billion people living in the world’s least developed nations suffer from malnutrition and inad-
equate diets. If they are provided with the tools to greatly increase their yields, it will be possible both to feed 
the world and to save the remaining ecosystems of the Earth and their biological diversity.

DAVID TILMAN is a Regents professor and McKnight presidential chair in ecology in the University of 
Minnesota’s College of Biological Sciences, a member of the National Academy of Sciences, and a resident 
fellow at the Institute on the Environment. The Institute for Scientific Information designates him as the 
most highly cited environmental scientist of the decade. He is the recipient of the 2010 Heineken Prize for 
Environmental Sciences and the 2008 International Prize for Biology. 

“During the past 15 years,  
 at least a dozen nations  

have been able to increase their  
yields while decreasing  

 agrichemical inputs through  
PRECISION AGRICULTURE.”



SHIPS, RIVER RESTORATION PROJECTS, WIND TURBINES, 
BRIDGE ABUTMENTS, MACKEREL AND HEART VALVES may not, 
at first blush, seem to have a lot in common. But they all share the 
common trait of fascinating Fotis Sotiropoulos. 

Professor of civil engineering and director of the St. Anthony Falls 
Laboratory at the University of Minnesota, Sotiropoulos studies all 
things turbulent. As it turns out, that’s pretty much all things. Wherever 
fluids meet physical forces, whether in a bloodstream, trout stream or 
airstream, seemingly unpredictable things happen. Sotiropoulos uses 
principles of fluid mechanics, supercomputers, and sophisticated com-
putational software to predict them—to the benefit of better biomedical 
devices, healthier aquatic habitats, more stable engineering structures 
and improved efficiency in tapping renewable energy sources like wind 
and water power. And he has fun in the process.

“I like personally to follow exciting problems wherever they lead 
you,” Sotiropoulos says. “I’ve always tried to go after problems that are 
exciting, that require some more high-level fluid mechanics research 
and expertise, and are also important from a societal point of view.”

Born in Athens, Greece, Sotiropoulos remembers being captivated 
early on by the swirling patterns water traces as it flows downstream, 
and by the ability of ships, planes, birds and fish to propel themselves 
in a fluid environment.  After earning degrees in mechanical and aero-
space engineering, he worked first at the Iowa Institute of Hydraulic 
Research, then joined the faculty of Georgia Institute of Technology, 
where he applied his knowledge of fluid mechanics to exploring topics 
ranging from how biomedical devices work to how plankton swim.

When he moved to Minnesota in 2006 to head the St. Anthony 
Falls Laboratory, Sotiropoulos’ first job was to find a new research 
focus for the world-renowned facility. With the wind blowing strong 
overhead, the Mississippi River rushing past his office window, and the 
search for renewable alternatives to fossil fuels ramping up around the 
world, he recommended the lab join the quest for better ways to apply 
nature’s power sources to meeting human needs. 

 “There are many problems in the area of renewable energy where 
fluid mechanics is important,” Sotiropoulos says. “Looking at this, 
we realized that St. Anthony Falls Laboratory could be a leader in a 
wide range of renewable energy problems where they intersect with 
fluid mechanics problems, whether it’s wind energy, hydropower or 
biodiesel production.”

Sotiropoulos found an ally for his efforts in the University’s Initia-
tive for Renewable Energy and the Environment. In 2008, IREE 
provided matching funding to leverage a $1 million grant from Xcel 
Energy aimed at discovering how wind farms can be strategically 
configured so disruptions individual turbines cause to airflow can 
boost rather than reduce overall power production. Shortly afterward, 
IREE funds helped Sotiropoulos snag $400,000 in U.S. Department 
of Energy funding to help design a pilot underwater turbine system for 
generating electricity from the energy in flowing water—a system that’s 
currently being pilot-tested in New York City’s East River.

Last year, when DOE invited proposals to build and study a large-
scale experimental turbine and educate next-generation wind power 
experts as part of its initiative to get 20 percent of U.S. electricity from 
wind by 2030, Sotiropoulos was primed for success. With IREE’s assis-
tance, he put together a proposal with eight industry collaborators that 
led to a successful application and an $8 million grant.

 “We were at the right time at the right place with the right re-
sources,” Sotiropoulos says.

Sotiropoulos loves the intellectual intrigue of fluid dynamics: Com-
putational flow modeling to him is what a word puzzle or Rubik’s cube 
might be to the rest of us. At the same time, he appreciates the opportu-
nity to provide practical value. 

 “What gives me a lot of excitement at the personal level is on one 
hand staying very much involved in my research, but also this oppor-
tunity to impact things at the national level – by bringing together big 
collaborations and getting the industry and the University together and 
really go after the problems of major societal relevance,” he says. “Ulti-
mately, the true measure of success is, what do you give back?”

ST. ANTHONY FALLS LABORATORY:  safl.umn.edu
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Going With the Flow
For Fotis Sotiropoulos, it’s about 
being at the right place at the  
right time.
by MARY HOFF | photo by JOSH KOHANEK

SNAPSHOT



“I’VE ALWAYS tried to go after problems that are exciting, 
	 	 	 that require some more high-level fluid mechanics
research and expertise, and are also important
	 from a societal point of view.”
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ONE RAINY DAY IN MAY, during his 10th trip to Kenya in seven years, 
Greg Allgood stood at the edge of a shallow pond on the outskirts of 
Mombasa and watched as a dozen schoolchildren scooped water from 
a shallow pond. The water, which had been deposited from recent 
rains, was thick with claylike dirt and bacteria-laden ground runoff. 
Were it to be poured into a glass, many American children would have 
thought it chocolate milk. But for these Kenyan children and their 
families, the filthy and potentially deadly liquid was their only source 
of drinking water. 

“In many parts of the developing world, people are drinking from 
water that’s so bad I wouldn’t want to walk barefoot in it for fear of 
getting diseases,” says Allgood, director of the nonprofit Children’s 
Safe Drinking Water program at Procter & Gamble. “It’s a huge global 
problem—there are more than 1 billion people around the world who 
do not have access to clean, safe drinking water.” 

Back at the village school, Allgood poured the brown pond water 
into buckets while the kids added packets of white powder called PUR. 
After slow stirring, the water began to turn clear and the dirt and goop 
dropped to the bottom. As the children stared in amazement, Allgood 
filtered the water through cloths, waited 20 minutes and then took 
several gulps. The children eagerly drank the rest.

Allgood has performed this demonstration more than a hundred 
times in some 20 developing countries. Through his efforts, P&G has 
distributed 200 million PUR packets, providing 2 billion liters of clean, 
safe drinking water to people who desperately need it. 

Keith Kall, executive director of corporate development with the 
Christian relief organization World Vision, says P&G’s impact on the 
global problem of drinking water has been enormous. 

“When you’ve got close to 2 million children dying every year due 
to diarrheal diseases, most of it from bad water, PUR has helped save 
thousands of lives,” says Kall. 

P&G Children’s Safe Drinking Water program, which Allgood 
spearheaded six years ago, provides PUR packets at cost—3.5 cents 
each—to a network of humanitarian organizations. The groups then 
sell them to those in need for roughly 7 cents each, with the difference 
going to cover transportation and import duty costs, as well as educate 
people on how to use the product. In response to disasters like last 
summer’s Pakistan floods and the February earthquake in Chile, P&G 
has provided PUR packets for free.

Although the Children’s Safe Drinking Water program is P&G’s 
leading philanthropy initiative, the effort originated not as charity but 
a product launch gone awry. In 2002, the consumer products giant 
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Pure Genius
An innovative business  
model brings clean water  
to kids around the world.
by MELANIE WARNER | photo by CHRISTOPHER HERWIG
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ILLUSTRATION: P&G CHILDREN’S SAFE DRINKING WATER



started selling its new PUR water purification technology in 
Guatemala, followed by Morocco, the Philippines and Paki-
stan. The product was envisioned as a way to reach customers 
at what’s often referred to as the bottom of the pyramid, the 
poorest of the poor who don’t have much in the way of spend-
ing power but who represent a potential market of more than a 
billion people. After a year and a half, P&G found itself losing 
money because it lacked the infrastructure to distribute the 
packets and educate people on how to use them. 

Recognizing that PUR was on the verge of being disbanded 
or sold, Allgood lobbied for its survival as a nonprofit. It wasn’t 
an easy sell. 

“We had had a team of 30 people in the company working on 
PUR and had invested $10 million in test markets, and still we 
failed,” recalls Allgood, whose background is in toxicology and 
public health. “So then you have someone who’s not a sales guy 
saying he wants to run it as a not for profit. Some people were 
flat against it.”

Allgood ultimately won over many of his critics and earned 
the support of then-CEO A.G. Lafley by arguing that the 
program would benefit not just poor families in the developing 
world, but P&G as well. By taking the lead in addressing one 
of the world’s biggest health problems, the company would, 
Allgood contended, gain a reputation as a good corporate citizen. 
It would also motivate and inspire employees, lending weight 
to the idea that P&G doesn’t just sell bottles of hair conditioner 
and shaving cream, but actually improves people’s lives.

“I get e-mails all the time from employees that have literally 
joined P&G because we do this,” says Allgood. “They may be 
going to work on Old Spice, but they say it was the deciding fac-
tor in where they decided to work.”

MELANIE WARNER is a Boulder, Colo.–based freelance writer 
who covers food, the environment and green business. Her ar-
ticles have appeared in The New York Times, Fast Company and 
Fortune, and online at BNET.

“In many parts of the developing world,
	 PEOPLE	 PEOPLE ARE DRINKING FROM WATER THAT’S SO BAD
  I wouldn’t want to walk barefoot in it 

for fear of getting diseases.”

DEADLY WATER  
More than 1 billion people 
lack access to safe water. 

Diarrhea from drinking 
contaminated water is a 

leading cause of illness 
and death among infants 

and children in the  
developing world. 

About 1.8 million children 
die each year from  
diarrheal diseases. 

More children die from 
diarrheal illnesses such 

as cholera and dysentery 
than from HIV/AIDS or 

malaria combined. 

Greg Allgood is a member of the NORTHSTAR CONSORTIUM, 
an Institute on the Environment–supported roundtable that  guides 

research toward systemic sustainability change in business and 
industry: environment.umn.edu/northstar

SOURCE: www.csdw.org
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The United Nations’ International Year of Biodiversity is winding down. Governments gathered in Nagoya, 
Japan, in October to ponder once again what to do about the so-called “sixth extinction” eradicating species 
across the planet. One major cause of extinction is the replacement of native species with nonnative ones. 
Are nonnative species a threat to biodiversity that must be fought at all costs? Or should we acknowledge 
that in a world where the European honeybee is vital to the agricultural economies of continents to which 
it is not native, the battle against invasive species is sometimes misguided? To find out, Momentum asked an 
ecologist who has raised eyebrows by arguing that many invasive species aren’t so bad after all, along with a 
conservation scientist on the front lines of efforts to eradicate nonnative species.

SOME NONNATIVE SPECIES are major threats to biodiversity. We 
have lots of data, lots of examples that some nonnative species are hav-
ing devastating impacts. Invasive mammals on islands are one example. 
The majority of vertebrate extinctions since 1600 have been on islands, 
and invasive mammals are directly or indirectly responsible for most of 
those extinctions. When you move to continental areas, the answer gets 
more variable. There are lots of examples of invasive plants and animals 
having a significant impact on biodiversity and ecosystem services. 
And there are lots of invasives where we don’t see impacts. It has to be 
viewed through a cost-benefit lens and not just black-and-white ‘all 
invasive species are bad.’

Over the past decade, the ability to remove invasive mammals has 
been revolutionized by a half-dozen projects around the world, setting 
a new benchmark for restoring ecosystems. That includes rats, cats 
and nonnative herbivores. In the Galapagos, 150,000 wild goats were 
removed from two of the larger islands, islands the size of Rhode Island. 
We haven’t been as good in developing innovative ways to deal with 
other invasive species such as plants, which come with a whole different 
suite of challenges.

Now we are taking some of these approaches and applying them to 
continental systems potentially. For example, there are beavers in Tierra 
del Fuego. They were introduced in the 1950s, and they have changed 
the ecosystem by deforesting 7 million hectares. Now they are coloniz-
ing the mainland. It’s very alarming in terms of potential impacts to the 
ecosystems of southern South America. Now, from a holistic science 
standpoint the beavers aren’t at the moment causing extinction, nor 
are they reducing biodiversity overall. It is clear that they are changing 
riparian areas and changing the ecology of the ecosystem. A feasibility 
study has concluded it would be possible to remove beavers from the 
entire area. It’s going to cost lots of money, tens of millions of dollars. 

Ultimately, it comes down to really more of a value issue. Does 
society want a world that is dominated by rats and dandelions, or a 
world that is diverse and less homogenous than the trajectory we’re 
currently on?

WE NEED TO BE DISCRIMINATING in what we declare as harm. 
If we cast too wide a net, then we’re in danger of putting resources, 
human and monetary, into trying to change aspects of nature that we 
might be better off just calling change instead of harm. For example, 
nonnative forest plants are not causing human health problems. In 
most cases, they’re not causing economic problems. They are just mak-
ing the habitats different from the way we knew them when we were 
growing up. 

Nature is always changing. Environments are always a mix of spe-
cies that have been there a long time and species that are recent. Get 
over it, that’s the reality. There is nothing you can do to change that 
except divert valuable resources away from other efforts.

For a lot of the plant people, you’d think these other species were 
nuclear or toxic waste. Buckthorn, garlic mustard—these are species 
that are not going back whether we like it or not. They’re now residents, 
and they’re going to be residents long into the future. It’s very easy 
to get people excited about going out and digging up these horrible 
invasive species. It makes people feel good that they are sort of purify-
ing the environment. But natural ecological and evolutionary dynamics 
argue that over time species of pathogens or insects will take advantage 
of this newly abundant resource. 

Sometimes what we’re looking at is personal preference: We’d like 
nature to look a certain way. We’re used to certain species around us, 
and we don’t want to see those species become less abundant. They’re 
not going extinct in the vast majority of cases. 

This notion of wilderness, of pristine environments, is very much 
a 20th century phenomenon that is dissipating. There is no place on 
Earth that you can regard as pristine. Humans, in various ways, are 
affecting all environments around the world.

Josh Donlan
Director 

Advanced Conservation Strategies 

Mark Davis
Ecologist

Macalester University
 

DAVID BIELLO is an associate editor at Scientific American focusing on environment and 
energy. His series on carbon capture and storage won an inaugural Earth Journalism 
Award last December in Copenhagen. 
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“If given the proper  
care and feeding, anyone 

can do anything.”

“I’m neither an  
optimist nor a pessimist,  

I am a possibilist.”

“Our lives depend  
on the ocean and the  

creatures that live there.”

March 1  |  April 26  |  May 12  |  Ted Mann Concert Hall  |  Minneapolis, MN 
The University of Minnesota’s Institute on the Environment is pleased to present the inaugural Momentum 
event series, featuring today’s leading visionaries on the topics of science and technology, arts and media,  

and social entrepreneurship as they relate to the environment in the 21st century.

environment.umn.edu/momentum/eventseries
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